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SHORT SYNOPSIS 
 

The only thing Frank (Derek Cecil) has going for him is his job as a Mall Cop. One 
late night his world is shattered when a prowler breaks in, robs the joint and as Frank tries 
to be the hero – he loses his arm! Replaced by a sexy punk rocker Donna (Kathleen 
Robertson), Frank decides to solve the crime, win the girl and get his old job back! With 
the help of his nerdy best friend Chris (Jennifer Morrison), the ultra-strange White 
Wedding (Nick Searcy) follow Frank’s adventure in this hilarious tale about love, limbs and 
Billy Idol! 

 
 

LONG SYNOPSIS 
A shy loner named Frank works as a guard at his local mall. He likes his job because 

of the long, peaceful hours he gets to spend by himself. One night Frank loses his right arm 
in a freak accident as he is trying to capture a burglar who has snuck into one of the 
department stores. Frank loses his job and can’t seem to find another because of his 
handicap. 

 
When he goes back to visit his old workplace he meets Donna, the new security 

guard, that has taken his place. Donna works with a strange partner who goes by the name 
of White Wedding. White Wedding sleeps through his entire shift and only took the job to 
earn money so he can produce his weird public access cable television show also called 
White Wedding.  Donna and Frank hit it off as much as two shy loners can muster. 

 
Things get complicated when Frank, fed up with his job search and determined to get 

money to buy a nice prosthetic (or maybe even bionic) arm, decides to rob a few of the 
stores at the mall while Donna looks the other way. 

 
Things get even more complicated when a young, spunky girl who works in the 

record store develops a crush on Donna, and Frank discovers that Donna has been 
keeping his rotting arm in a cooler in the back of her van for months. 



 
	  

 
 

51/50 MALL COP is a film that I want to make because it is a comedy  about  the 
beginning of friendships. It is about a quiet, lonesome man who finally makes some real 
human connections. 51/50 MALL COP is also a story about characters in a small town 
struggling against their own complacency and apathy. It's a film about what we think 
were going to get out of life when we're younger and how that differs from the reality of 
life. 

 
At first glance 51/50 MALL COP is populated with a bunch of oddballs. But on 

closer examination, the distinctive quirkiness of all of these characters is what makes 
them very recognizable and real. I feel a strong attachment to this script because I 
identify strongly with Frank's reluctance to experience or show any extremes of emotion. 

 
The beauty of 51/50 MALL COP is that it is a visual script that shows and doesn't tell. 

What would normally be spelled out to an audience in most other scripts through 
reams of dialogue is left open to interpretation of the audience based on opportunities to 
observe the characters in private moments. 

 
I describe the overall visual scheme for the film as subtly weird. Edward Hopper's 

Nighthawks painting comes to mind as a reference for the lighting scheme. The color red 
will represent passion and blue the lack of it. Frank is most comfortable on his own and at 
night. His job as the protector of the town center mall gives him his purpose in life, his 
identity. Frank will blend into the background colors of the mall itself. When Frank has two 
arms the colors in the mall will be normal to slightly warm. As the mall shuts down at the 
end of an average day the warm light of dusk will give it a romantic feel. The mall is Frank's 
happy place; almost like his mother's womb that he's later going to have to learn let go of. 
The muzak that is pumped through the mall will be rather soothing. When he is alone, there 
will be a lot of wide compositions where Frank will appear small in the frame. The camera 
will remain static up until the point Frank discovers the robber. 

 
Four months later…Frank's new (one-armed) world will be without passion and 

without much color. Frank has lost his reason for getting out of bed. Frank's apartment 
complex will be especially cool blue and desaturated. Franks wardrobe will therefore be 
similar to his apartment. The world at large will be dreary. There will be no lush green trees 
or vegetation. There will be no red at all and hardly any yellows, oranges, or browns. The 
daytime skies should be dreary skies devoid of color and somewhat dark and ominous. The 
lenses will now be wider than normal. The shots have deeper focus because Frank has 
received a terrible wake-up call that has shattered his complacency. 

 



 
	  

 
(CONTINUED) 

 
When Frank returns to the mall and meets Donna, he starts to come alive again. 

When he makes his two robbery attempts I want the look of the film, especially inside the 
mall to get more dramatic, more noir, more like the comic books that Frank used to read on 
the job. These scenes can have streaks of saturated color as accents. But Frank's color 
theme will remain blue. The mall will no longer be the warm womb that it was at the 
beginning. Saturated green security lights will dominate the new mall. The compositions 
will emphasize deep space with diagonal, converging lines. 

 
After Frank discovers the arm, the comic book style will fade away. Frank's colorless 

blue green world will return. The mall will be pale green, ugly, and real.  When Frank and 
Donna make love in the fountain the mall will be filled with uncorrected green fluorescents. 

 
Lastly I want to emphasize that 51/50 Mall Cop takes place somewhere in middle-

America. The actual town will never be identified. It takes place in a time before cell 
phones and the internet. This story exists just on the cusp between audio tapes and 
compact discs. It's a little bit punk rock and a little bit contemporary alternative. It will 
celebrate American suburbia in all its beautiful ugliness. 

 
 

Film References: 
 
For the stoic performance of the main character: Ariel by Kaurismaki, CROUPIER, THE 
MAN WHO WASN'T THERE, WHAT'S EATING GILBERT GRAPE. 

 
For visual style: TREE'S LOUNGE, BOTTLE ROCKET, PAPER MOON, RAISING 
ARIZONA, ELECTION, SUBURBIA. 

 
For quirky tone and pacing: REPO MAN, GHOST WORLD, FAMILY GAME by Morita 
Yoshimitsu, SLACKER, THE GOOD GIRL, TRUE STORIES by David Byrne, the films of 
Jim Jarmusch and Hal Hartley. 



	  

 
 
 

                                     
 

DIRECTOR/ EDITOR 
 DAVID GREENSPAN 

 
Biography 

 

Born in Manhattan and raised on the mean streets of Long Island, N.Y., David 
Greenspan graduated from Harvard University in 1994 where he studied Economics and 
East Asian Studies.  In 2001, David graduated from USC with an MFA in filmmaking where 
his graduate thesis film, Bean Cake, became the first USC student film to win the Palm d’Or 
for short films at the 54th Cannes Film Festival.   David's first feature, a dark comedy called 
5150 Mall Cop, premiered in competition at the 2005 Slamdance festival.  This year David 
had the honor of being on the short film jury at the Slamdance Film Festival where his latest 
short film, Somewhere In the Valley, had it's world premiere. 

 
Since 2006 David has worked on the ABC Television's hit drama Grey's Anatomy, first 

as an assistant editor, then editor and now as a director as well.   
 
David lives in Los Angeles with his wife and 2 young sons. 



	  

 
 

“FRANK”  
 

DEREK CECIL 
 

Biography 
 

Derek Cecil starred in ABC's drama series PUSH, NEVADA. Produced by Matt 
Damon and Ben Affleck, PUSH, NEVADA followed mild-mannered IRS agent Jim Prufrock 
(Cecil), who traveled to a remote desert town in search of missing money and stumbled 
onto a place where mystery, danger and peculiar characters lurk around every off-kilter 
corner. 

 
Additional television credits include: PASADENA, THE STREET, LAW AND ORDER: 

SVU, and THE BEAT. 
 

A founding member of The Rude Mechanicals Theater Company, Cecil has recently 
been appointed to Associate Artistic Director where he will help  guide  the  company's Artistic 
output. With RMTC, Derek appeared in Dennis Trainor's play PLUG and  also directed Vaclav 
Havel's LARGO DESOLATO. RMTC is currently in rehearsal for a production of Don DeLillo's 
VALPARAISO. 

 
In addition, Cecil has also appeared on stage in HOW I FELL IN LOVE, ALOHA, SAY 

THE PRETTY GIRLS, THE LORCA PLAY, MAN AND SUPERMAN, 1918, and EQUUS. 
 

Born and raised in Texas, Derek graduated from the University of Houston as well as the 
American Conservatory Theater's Advanced Training Program in San Francisco. 



	  

 
 

“DONNA”



	  

KATHLEEN ROBERTSON 
 

Biography 
 

KATHLEEN	  ROBERTSON’s	  diverse	  projects	  and	  chameleon-‐like	  performances	  continue	  to	  
impress	  audiences	  and	  critics	  alike.	  	  She	  transitions	  from	  Gus	  Van	  Sant’s	  Golden	  Globe-‐winning	  
Starz	  political	  drama	  BOSS	  with	  Kelsey	  Grammar	  into	  the	  lead	  of	  Steven	  Bochco’s	  TNT	  drama	  
pilot	  MURDER	  IN	  THE	  FIRST	  opposite	  Taye	  Diggs.	  	  	  She	  simultaneously	  enjoy	  an	  arc	  on	  A	  &	  E’s	  
acclaimed	  BATES	  MOTEL,	  and	  just	  wrapped	  Lakeshore	  Entertainment’s	  feature	  VATICAN	  TAPES	  
with	  Jean	  Reno	  and	  Michael	  Pena.	  

	  	  
Also	  percolating	  is	  the	  series	  YOUR	  TIME	  IS	  UP	  about	  a	  wildly	  successful,	  yet	  deeply	  

troubled	  psychologist	  for	  which	  she	  will	  write,	  produce,	  and	  potentially	  star	  as	  the	  lead.	  	  This	  
marks	  Robertson’s	  second	  produced	  script	  within	  a	  year	  as	  the	  indie	  feature	  GRAVITY	  PULLS	  in	  
which	  she	  stars	  and	  co-‐wrote	  is	  also	  in	  the	  can.	  	  	  	  

	  
Robertson	  headlined	  IFC’s	  Gemini	  Award-‐winning	  mockumentary	  style	  comedy	  series	  

THE	  BUSINESS	  for	  which	  she	  also	  serves	  double	  duty	  as	  Executive	  Producer.	  	  The	  six-‐hour	  mini-‐
series	  take	  on	  “The	  Wizard	  of	  Oz”	  called	  TIN	  MAN	  in	  which	  she	  starred	  as	  the	  wicked	  sorceress	  
sister	  to	  Zooey	  Deschanel,	  recently	  garnered	  Sci	  Fi’s	  highest	  ratings	  in	  the	  network’s	  history	  
along	  with	  multiple	  Emmy-‐nominations.	  	  She	  most	  recently	  starred	  in	  Weinstein	  Co.’s	  SEAL	  
TEAM	  SIX	  from	  the	  producers	  of	  “The	  Hurt	  Locker”	  which	  follows	  Osama	  Bin	  Laden’s	  demise.	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

	  
No	  stranger	  to	  the	  big	  screen,	  she	  starred	  alongside	  Academy	  Award-‐winners	  Ben	  Affleck	  

and	  Adrien	  Brody	  in	  the	  dramatic	  thriller	  HOLLYWOODLAND	  which	  chronicled	  the	  mysterious	  
death	  of	  George	  Reeves,	  TV’s	  Superman.	  Robertson	  starred	  opposite	  Mark	  Ruffalo	  in	  IFC	  Films’	  
sexual	  drama	  XX/XY	  that	  was	  in	  dramatic	  competition	  at	  the	  Sundance	  Film	  Festival.	  	  In	  direct	  
contrast,	  she	  also	  starred	  for	  Keenen	  Ivory	  Wayans	  in	  the	  sequel	  to	  Dimension	  Films’	  
blockbuster,	  SCARY	  MOVIE.	  	  Previously,	  she	  collaborated	  with	  writer/director	  Gregg	  Araki	  on	  
the	  films	  SPLENDOR	  in	  which	  she	  starred	  as	  Veronica,	  a	  girl	  caught	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  a	  love	  
triangle	  and	  NOWHERE	  in	  which	  she	  portrayed	  the	  overbearing,	  purple-‐haired	  lesbian	  “Lucifer.”	  	  	  

	  
Additional	  	  feature	  credits	  include	  BEAUTIFUL	  with	  Minnie	  Driver	  for	  director	  Sally	  Field,	  

Bruce	  McCulloch’s	  DOG	  PARK,	  and	  Sundance	  favorite	  PSYCHO	  BEACH	  PARTY.	  Robertson	  has	  	  
	  

also	  co-‐starred	  with	  Bill	  Murray	  in	  director	  John	  McNaughton’s	  comedy	  SPEAKING	  OF	  SEX;	  
starred	  as	  notorious	  Canadian	  murderer	  Evelyn	  Dick	  in	  the	  grizzly	  1946	  true	  story	  TORSO	  for	  
which	  she	  garnered	  her	  third	  Best	  Actress	  Gemini	  Award	  nomination	  (Canadian	  Emmy);	  and	  
had	  a	  coveted	  cameo	  opposite	  Sean	  Penn	  in	  New	  Line	  Cinema’s	  I	  AM	  SAM.	  	  In	  addition,	  she	  
appeared	  in	  the	  Adam	  Goldberg	  helmed	  I	  LOVE	  YOUR	  WORK	  with	  Giovanni	  Ribisi	  and	  Franke	  
Potente,	  the	  dramatic	  thriller	  STATIC,	  the	  romantic	  comedies	  NOT	  SINCE	  YOU	  and	  LOSING	  
CONTROL,	  TIFF’s	  A	  NIGHT	  FOR	  DYING	  TIGERS,	  and	  the	  sequel	  to	  Writer/Director	  Don	  Shebib’s	  
1970	  Canadian	  classic	  GOIN’	  DOWN	  THE	  ROAD,	  fittingly	  titled	  DOWN	  THE	  ROAD	  AGAIN.	  

	  



	  

	   Robertson’s	  film	  resume	  also	  includes	  the	  dramatic	  thriller	  LAST	  EXIT	  for	  which	  she	  
received	  her	  second	  Gemini	  Award-‐nomination,	  PLAYER	  5150	  and	  THE	  HILL.	  Other	  credits	  
include	  IN	  THE	  DARK	  opposite	  Charlotte	  Rampling;	  UNTIL	  THE	  NIGHT	  with	  Norman	  Reedus;	  
director	  Tim	  Hunter’s	  CONTROL	  alongside	  Willem	  Dafoe	  and	  Ray	  Liotta;	  and	  51/50	  MALL	  COP	  
which	  marks	  director	  David	  Greenspan’s	  first	  full-‐length	  feature	  after	  winning	  the	  Cannes	  Film	  
Festival’s	  coveted	  Palm	  D’or	  for	  his	  short	  BEANCAKE.	  	  	  

	  
Her	  first	  foray	  into	  television	  since	  assuming	  the	  role	  of	  Clare	  Arnold	  on	  the	  hit	  FOX	  

series	  BEVERLY	  HILLS,	  90210	  was	  the	  David	  E.	  Kelley	  drama	  GIRLS	  CLUB	  for	  which	  she	  received	  
considerable	  critical	  praise.	  
	   	  
A	  native	  of	  Hamilton,	  Ontario,	  Canada,	  Robertson	  currently	  resides	  in	  Los	  Angeles.	  	  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

 

 
 

“CHRIS” 
 

 

JENNIFER MORRISON 
 

Biography 
 

Jennifer Morrison has appeared in such films as URBAN LEGENDS: FINAL CUT; 
GRIND & STIR OF ECHOES opposite Kevin Bacon. She will be seen in SURVIVING 
CHRISTMAS opposite Ben Affleck as well as MR. AND MRS. SMITH starting Brad Pitt and 
Angelina Jolie. 

 
Other film credits include: DUPLICITY, THE SURE HAND OF GOD, THE EDGE, GIRL 

FEVER, NANTUCKET and DESIGN. 
 

Television credits include: ONCE UPON A TIME, HOUSE, BIG SHOT, DAWSON'S 
CREEK, TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL and THE RANDOM YEARS. 



	  

 
 

“WHITE WEDDING” 
 

NICK SEARCY 
 

Biography 
 

After being noticed in a co-starring role in the memorable film Fried Green Tomatoes, 

Nick Searcy has been a consistent presence in television and film for nearly 20 years.  He 

has starred in independent films as well as studio blockbusters, including Moneyball, The 

Last Song, The Ugly Truth, Tiger Land, The Dead Girl, An American Crime, Runaway Jury, 

Cast Away, and Head of State, among others.  

 

On television, previous to starring on the FX hit drama Justified, he was also a series 

regular on 7 Days, American Gothic, From The Earth To The Moon, Rodney, and Easy 

Money.  In the genre arena, he has shocked horror fans in the features Deadly End, Timber 

Falls, and Cold Storage.  

 

Most recently, he starred opposite Amanda Seyfried in the Lakeshore / Summit thriller 

Gone. 



	  

“TODD” 
J BARTON 

 

Biography 
 

J Barton made his professional acting debut as “Gene” in the original Showtime 
feature A SEPARATE PEACE which will air in September of this year. He played a major 
supporting role in LEGALLY BLOND II and 51/50 MALL COP is his first independent film. 

 
On television, Barton guest starred on BUFFY, THE VAMPIRE SLAYER, a recurring role 

on BOSTON PUBLIC and CSI: CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION 
 

His theatre credits include an Off-Broadway production of BOY'S LIFE as 
“Phil” (Flatiron Theatre), “Djinn” in THE MAN WHO SHOT HIS WASHING MACHINE directed 
by Tom O'Horgan, and “Billy” in CORN ON THE COB (both at the Theatre For The New 
City). 

 
 
 

 

ANDREW LOUCA 
 

Biography 
 

Andrew Louca has successfully maintained parallel careers in the stage, screen arts 
and as a business executive for 25 years. 

 
After receiving a degree in theater from Brooklyn College and further study at New 

York's Dramatic Workshop, he began his career as an actor, writer, producer and director 
while simultaneously entering the consultant industry. Today he is the Co-founder and 
partner of Network Temps. Inc. 

 
In 1975, he opened A Little Theatre, one of the few venues in New York City to 

present European playwrights. His productions included the United States premiere of 
lonesco's THE KILLING GAME, Pirandello's KING HENRY IV, Pinter's THE BIRTHDAY PARTY 
and Beckett's WAITING FOR GODOT, in which he departed from the solemnity of most 
productions to highlight the Laurel and Hardy-esque humor inherent in the text and 
costumes. 

 
He supervised the adaptation of Kafka's THE TRIAL and wrote the script for the 

staging of Pinter's screenplay, THE SERVANT. He contributed to the Broadway production 
PACK OF LIES and to off-Broadway's THE COUNTESS OF MULBERRY STREET. 

 
In 1986, he went on to direct the film THE THIN LINE and to produce THE GIRL IN THE 

WATERMELON (1995), which appeared at the Sundance Film Festival that year. It also 
opened the New Films/New Directors Film Festival presented by the Museum of Modem Art 
in conjunction with Lincoln Center. The film received many accolades from the New 
York press. 

 
Most recently he co-produced the feature DISTRESS with Ben Barenholtz (Raising 

Arizona, Blood Simple, Miller's Crossing) starring Michelle Hicks, to be released in 2005. 
 



	  

Currently Mr. Louca is producing 51/50 MALL COP written by Selena Chang 
and Matt Reynolds and directed by the 2001 Palme d'Or Winner David Greenspan, and 
developing GENTLE HANDS. The novel by M.E. Kerr is to be adopted for the screen and 
directed by David Greenspan. Also in the works is a bio picture based on the legendary 
jazz musician Art Pepper to be directed by Australian Ana Kokkinos. 

 
 
 
 

CONTACT:  J E F F  B E N E G A R   

INDICAN PICTURES 1041 North Formosa Avenue, Formosa Building – Suite 221A, West 
Hollywood, California 90046 

TE L :  323 .850 .2667 EMAIL :  CONTACT@INDICANPICTURES.COM  

ON THE WEB: www.Mal lCoptheMov ie .com  

OR 

www.INDICANPICTURES.com 


